
Reasoning with ContradictoryInformation using Quasi-classical LogicAnthony HunterDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity College LondonLondon WC1E 6BT, UKEmail: a.hunter@cs.ucl.ac.ukJuly 20, 1999AbstractThe proof theory of quasi-classical logic (QC logic) allows the deriva-tion of non-trivializable classical inferences from inconsistent information.A non-trivializable, or paraconsistent, logic is, by necessity, a compromise,or weakening, of classical logic. The compromises on QC logic seem to bemore appropriate than other paraconsistent logics for applications in com-puting. In particular, the connectives behave in a classical manner. Herewe motivate the need for QC logic, present a proof theory, and semanticsfor the logic, and compare it to other paraconsistent logics.1 IntroductionIntellectual activities usually involve reasoning with di�erent perspectives. Forexample, consider negotiation, learning, or merging multiple opinions. Centralto reasoning with di�erent perspectives is the issue of handling inconsistencies.Maintaining absolute consistency is not always possible. Often it is not evendesirable since this can unnecessarily constrain the intellectual activity, and canlead to the loss of important information. Indeed since the real world forces usto work with inconsistencies, we should formalize some of the usually informalor extra-logical ways of responding to them. This is not necessarily done byeradicating inconsistencies, but rather by supplying logical rules specifying how1



we should act on them [GH91, GH93]. In this way, we are moving away froma classical view of information being either true or false, to a view where weaccept that we may have a number of perspectives on information and thatthese perspectives may contradict each other.An important example of the need to reason with inconsistent informationis in systems development. The development of most large and complex sys-tems necessarily involves many people, each with their own perspectives on thesystem. Systems development therefore involves problems of identifying andhandling inconsistencies between such perspectives. For this there is a need totolerate inconsistencies, and more importantly to be able to act in a context-dependent way in response to inconsistency [FGH+94]. This is vital since inex-ible forcing of consistency can unnecessarily constrain the development process.Paraconsistent reasoning is important in handling inconsistent information[BdCGH97], and there have been a number of proposals for paraconsistent logics(for reviews see [EGH95, CH97, Hun98]). However, developing non-trivializable,or paraconsistent logics, necessitates some compromise, or weakening, of classi-cal logic. Key paraconsistent logics such as C! [dC74] achieve this by weakeningthe classical connectives, particularly negation. However this results in usefulproof rules such as disjunctive syllogism failing, and intuitive equivalences suchas :� _ � � � ! � failing. For users of logic, such as software engineers,the migration from classical logic which might be familiar and intuitive, to aparaconsistent logic where classical connectives are weakened, could be di�cult.An alternative, called quasi-classical logic (or QC logic), which we �rst in-troduced in [BH95], is to restrict the proof theory. In this restriction, composi-tional proof rules (for example, disjunction introduction) cannot be followed bydecompositional rules (for example, resolution). Whilst this gives a logic thatis weaker than classical logic, it does mean that the connectives behave classi-cally. Furthermore, we argue that all the inferences from the logic are intuitive.We believe the logic is appealing for reasoning with inconsistencies arising inapplications such as systems development [HN98, HN97], and more generally ininformation fusion [CH97].QC logic has been shown to have potential in requirements engineering as ito�ers appropriate reasoning in the presence of inconsistency, supporting contin-ued requirements gathering, and it provides the basis of analytical techniquesfor localizing and categorizing inconsistencies [HN97, HN98].The purpose of this paper is to develop the presentation and analysis of QClogic. In the next section, we provide some basic de�nitions, and then in thefollowing section, we discuss the essential idea behind QC logic. In subsequentsections, we provide a proof theory, semantics, and a comparison with other keyparaconsistent logics. 2



2 Some basic de�nitionsIn this section, we establish some basic de�nitions for discussing the languageand proof theory of QC logic.De�nition 2.1 Let L be the set of classical propositional formulae formed froma non-empty countable set of atoms A, and the ^;_;! and : connectives. Thelanguage of QC logic is L. We restrict formulae to those containing a �nitenumber of occurrences of atoms.Example 2.1 From the propositional atoms �; � and , members of L include�; � ^ , :�^ � and (� ^ �)! ::.De�nition 2.2 For each atom � 2 L, � is a literal and :� is a literal. Theseare the only literals. For �1 _ :: _ �n 2 L, �1 _ :: _ �n is a clause i� each of�1; ::; �n is a literal. For �1^ ::^�n 2 L, �1^ ::^�n is in a conjunctive normalform (CNF) i� each of �1; ::; �n is a clause. These are the only CNF formulae.Let Lclauses = f� j � 2 L and � is a clause gDe�nition 2.3 For � 2 L, and � 2 L, � is a conjunctive normal form (CNF)of � i� � is classically equivalent to � and � is in a CNF.For any � 2 L, a CNF of � can be produced by the application of distribu-tivity, arrow elimination, double negation elimination, and de Morgan laws.De�nition 2.4 Let ` denote the classical consequence relation.De�nition 2.5 Let �1 _ :::_�n be a clause, then Literals(�1 _ :::_�n) is theset of literals f�1; :::; �ng that are in the clause.De�nition 2.6 Let � be a clause, and let � be a literal, such that � 2 Literals(�).Focus(�; �) is just the original formula � without the disjunct �. For a literal�, let Focus(�; �) = ?.Example 2.2 Let � _ � _  be a clause then Focus(� _ � _ ; �) is � _ .De�nition 2.7 Let � be an atom, and let � be a complementation operationsuch that �� is :� and � (:�) is �. The complementation operation is not inthe object language. We use it to make clearer de�nitions for the semantics ofQC logic.We now consider issues of paraconsistency.De�nition 2.8 A logic is de�ned as paraconsistent i� ex falso qoudlibet doesnot hold for the logic, where ex falso quodlibet can be de�ned as follows:�; :��3



Since this de�nition of paraconsistency is very general, we de�ne a notion oftrivial reasoning that will help us to characterize useful paraconsistent logics.For this, we require the following function.De�nition 2.9 Let � 2 L and let f�1; ::; �ng 2 }(L). Atoms(f�g) is the set ofatoms used in �, and Atoms(f�1; ::; �ng) = Atoms(f�1g) [ ::[Atoms(f�ng).Example 2.3 Let � be f(�_�)^:; � ! ::g. Then Atoms(�) = f�; �; ; �g.De�nition 2.10 Let � 2 L and � 2 }(L). � is a trivial inference from � i�� is an inference from � and Atoms(�) \ Atoms(f�g) = ;. � is a non-trivialinference from� i� � is an inference from� and Atoms(�) \ Atoms(f�g) 6= ;.Example 2.4 Let �; � 2 A such that � 6= �. Let � be f�;:�g, and let � bean inference from �, then � is a trivial inference from �.So for any set of formulae �, and any inference � from �, if � has nopropositional atom in common with �, then � is a trivial inference from �. Bythis de�nition, classical logic has trivial inferences even if � = ;, though in thiscase, these trivial inferences are tautologies.3 The essential idea of QC logicFirst, we use the language of QC logic to represent beliefs.De�nition 3.1 For each � 2 L, � is a belief. For each � 2 L, if � is a literal,then � is a literal belief.We now consider the essential idea behind QC logic. We describe it using theresolution proof rule. Resolution can be applied to clauses to generate furtherclauses called resolvents. For example, by resolution �_ is a resolvent of �_�and :� _ .Given a set of clauses as assumptions, each clause in the assumptions, can beregarded as a belief, and each resolvent can be regarded as a belief. So for eachclause � in the assumptions, there is a belief � derivable from the assumptions.Similarly, for each resolvent � derivable from the assumptions, there is a belief� derivable from the assumptions.Resolution can be regarded as a process of focusing beliefs. So the clause is more focused than the clause :� _ . Similarly, for the pair of beliefs � _ �and :� _ , the resolvent � _  is more focused. In general, a clause � is morefocused than a clause � if Atoms(f�g) � Atoms(f�g). Hence, as one or moreapplications of resolution decomposes a set of assumptions, it focuses the beliefsderivable from the assumptions.A useful property of resolution is that � is a resolvent only if all the literalsused in � are literals used in the set of assumptions (assuming, of course, that4



resolution is the only proof rule used). This means that any resolvent, and henceany belief derivable from the assumptions, is a non-trivial inference from theassumptions. This holds even if the set of assumptions is classically inconsistent.As a result, resolution can constitute the basis of useful paraconsistent reasoning.QC logic is motivated by the need to handle beliefs rather than the need toaddress issues of verisimilitude for given propositions. We are aiming for a logicof beliefs in the \real world" rather than a logic of truths in the \real world".For this, we introduce the following de�nition for a model.De�nition 3.2 Let A be the set of atoms in L. Let O be the set of objectsde�ned as follows, where +� is a positive object, and �� is a negative object.O = f+� j � 2 Ag [ f�� j � 2 AgWe call any X 2 }(O) a model. So X can contain both +� and �� forsome �. We assume that each object is distinct. In particular, we assume thatno object is both positive and negative, and that for no �; � is +� = ��.We can consider the following meaning for positive and negative objectsbeing in some model X.De�nition 3.3 For each atom � 2 L, and each X 2 }(O),+� 2 X means that in X there is a reason for the belief �and that in X there is a reason against the belief :��� 2 X means that in X there is a reason against the belief �and that in X there is a reason for the belief :�So a model just contains reasons for/against beliefs | though we defer, for apage, discussion of formulae more complicated than literals. Note, the de�nitionof a model incorporates no notion of truth or falsity. Note also, the notion ofa reason for, or against, is binary. There is no way, in this framework, to sayfor example that there are n reasons for �. Also there is no way to denote therelative strengths of the reasons for/against any belief.Equivalently, we can regard a model as giving a notion of satis�ability.+� 2 X means � is \satis�able" in the model�� 2 X means :� is \satis�able" in the model+� 62 X means � is not \satis�able" in the model�� 62 X means :� is not \satis�able" in the model5



Since we can allow both an atom and its complement to be satis�able, wehave decoupled, at the level of the model, the link between a formula and itscomplement. In contrast, in a classical model, if a model satis�es a literal, thenit is forced to not satisfy the complement of the literal.Since we have decoupled the link between a formula and its negation at thelevel of the model, we have the basis for a semantics for paraconsistent reasoning.This intuition coincides with that of four-valued logics [Bel77]. However, wewill not follow the four-valued lattice-theoretic interpretation of the connectivesgiven in [Bel77], but instead provide a signi�cantly di�erent semantics. First,we de�ne strong satisfaction.De�nition 3.4 Let j=s be a satis�ability relation, called strong satisfaction,such that j=s� }(O) � Lclauses. For X 2 }(O), we de�ne j=s as follows, and�1; :::; �n are literals in L, where � is an atom in L.X j=s � if +� 2 XX j=s :� if �� 2 XX j=s �1 _ :::_ �ni� [X j=s �1 or ::: or X j=s �n]and 8i s.t. 1 � i � n [X j=s��i implies X j=s Focus(�1 _ :::_ �n; �i)]For � 2 L and X 2 }(O), � is strongly satis�able in X i� X j=s �. Also,for � 2 L, � is strongly satis�able i� 9X 2 }(O) such that X j=s �.The �rst two parts of this de�nition cover literals. The third part coversdisjunction. This de�nition for disjunction is more restricted than the classicalde�nition. In addition to at least one disjunct being satis�able, there is also anotion of focusing incorporated into the de�nition. Essentially, for each disjunct�i in the formula, �1 _ ::: _ �n, if the model strongly satis�es the complement��i of that disjunct, then the model must also strongly satisfy the focusedformula Focus(�1 _ :::_ �n; �i).So if �_� is a disjunction, where � and � are atoms then the above de�nitionreduces to the following, where Focus(� _ �; �) is �, and Focus(�_ �; �) is �.X j=s � _ � i� [X j=s � or X j=s �]and [X j=s :� implies X j=s �]and [X j=s :� implies X j=s �]The reason we need this de�nition for disjunction that is more restrictedthan the classical one, is that we have decoupled the link between a formulaand its negation in the model. Therefore, in order to provide a meaning for6



resolution, we need to put the link between each disjunct, and its complement,into the de�nition for disjunction. As a result, to ensure a clause is stronglysatis�able, we need to ensure that if necessary, every more focused clause is alsostrongly satis�able.Example 3.1 Let � = f:� _ :� _ ;:� _ ;:g, where �; �;  2 A, and letX = f��;��;�g. So X j=s :�, X j=s :� and X j=s :. Also, X j=s� .Hence, X j=s :� _ , and X j=s :� _ :�, and so, X j=s :� _ :� _ . Henceevery formula in � is strongly satis�able in X.Example 3.2 Let � = f�;:�g, where � 2 A, and let X = f+�;��g. SoX j=s � and X j=s :�.Example 3.3 Let � = f�;:�_:�; �g, where �; � 2 A, and letX = f+�;+�;��;��g.So X j=s �, X j=s �, X j=s :�, X j=s :�, and X j=s :�_ :�.Example 3.4 Let � = f�;:�_�g, where �; � 2 A, and letX = f+�;��;+�g.So X j=s �, X j=s :�, X j=s �, and X j=s :� _ �. Other models that stronglysatisfy all the formulae in � include Y = f+�;+�g and Z = f+�;��;+�;+g.The following theorem provides a slightly di�erent view on the semantics ofdisjunction.Proposition 3.1 Let X 2 }(O), and �1; ::; �n be literals in L.X j=s �1 _ ::_ �n i� (1) for some �i 2 f�1; ::; �ng;+�i 2 X and ��i 62 Xor(2) for all �i 2 f�1; ::; �ng;+�i 2 X and ��i 2 XProof We consider the simplest case of � _  , where � and  are atoms. ByDe�nition 3.4, we have, X j=s � _  i� (X j=s � or X j=s  )and (X j=s :� implies X j=s  )and (X j=s : implies X j=s �)i� (+� 2 X or +  2 X)and (�� 62 X or +  2 X)and (� 62 X or + � 2 X)i� (+� 2 X and � � 62 X)or (+ 2 X and � 62 X)or (+� 2 X and �� 2 X and +  2 X and � 2 X)i� (1) for some �i 2 f�;  g;+�i 2 X and ��i 62 Xor(2) for all �i 2 f�;  g;+�i 2 X and ��i 2 X7



We can straightforwardly generalize this for a disjunction �1 _ :: _ �n, wheren > 2, and �1; ::; �n be literals. 2Strong satisfaction therefore provides a semantic account for paraconsistentreasoning using resolution. Given a set of clauses as assumptions, we can queryusing this paraconsistent reasoning system. So a query � is satis�ed if thereis a belief � derivable from the assumptions. However, a query might be lessfocused than the resolvents. For example, suppose � _ � is a query, and thereis no belief �_ � derivable from the assumptions using reexivity or resolution,though there is a belief � in the assumptions. Here, it would be reasonable toallow disjunction introduction, de�ned below, to be used to derive � _ � fromthe �. In this way the query can be satis�ed.�� _ �However, for paraconsistent reasoning, disjunction introduction cannot befollowed by further applications of resolution. Otherwise trivial inferences wouldfollow from inconsistent information. For example, let � be f�;:�g. By dis-junction introduction, � _ � is an inference. If resolution were allowed on thisinference, then � is an inference, which is a trivial inference.Proofs in this paraconsistent reasoning are now two-stage a�airs. The �rst isdecompositional, forming resolvents from clauses using resolution. The secondis compositional, forming clauses from the assumptions and resolvents, usingdisjunction introduction. Furthermore, any clause obtained will be non-trivialinference from the assumptions.As a result of extending the proof theory, we also need to extend the seman-tics. First, we require the following de�nition of weak satisfaction.De�nition 3.5 Let j=w be a satis�ability relation, called weak satisfaction, suchthat j=w� }(O) � Lclauses. For X 2 }(O), we de�ne j=w as follows, where�1; :::; �n are literals in L and � is an atom in L.X j=w � if +� 2 XX j=w :� if �� 2 XX j=w �1 _ :::_�n i� [X j=w �1 or ::: or X j=w �n]Weak satisfaction is weaker than strong satisfaction in that it does not in-corporate focusing, and indeed seems closer to a classical notion of satisfaction.In the following de�nition, we can see that QC entailment is of the same formas classical entailment except we use strong satisfaction for the assumptions andweak satisfaction for the inference. 8



De�nition 3.6 j=Q is an entailment relation i� j=Q� }(Lclauses) � Lclauses,and,f�1; ::; �ng j=Q � i� 8X(X j=s �1 and ::: and X j=s �n implies X j=w �)We can consider the strong satisfaction relation as capturing the decomposi-tion of the set of assumptions. Models are acceptable to the strong satisfactionrelation only if they support focusing. Strong satisfaction forces each resolvent� of a clause � _ � to hold if �� holds. In contrast, we can consider the weaksatisfaction relation as capturing the composition of formulae from resolvents,allowing disjuncts to be introduced.Example 3.5 Let � = f�g, where � 2 A, and let X1 = f+�g and X2 =f+�;��g. Now X1 j=s �, and X2 j=s �, whereasX1 j=s �_�, and X2 6j=s �_�.However, X1 j=w � _ �, and X2 j=w � _ �, and indeed � j=Q � _ �.Example 3.6 Let � = f� _ �;:�g, where �; � 2 A. For all models X, ifX j=s �_ �, and X j=s :�, then X j=w �. Hence, � j=Q �_ �, � j=Q :�, and� j=Q �.Example 3.7 Let � = f�;:�g, where � 2 A. For all models X, X j=s �and X j=s :� implies X j=w �, X j=w :�, and for any �, X j=w � _ �,X j=w :� _ �. Hence, � j=Q �, � j=Q :�, � j=Q � _ �, � j=Q :� _ �, but� 6j=Q �.One rami�cation of this de�nition for QC proof theory and semantics is that,in general, classical tautologies do not hold.Example 3.8 Let � = ;. Hence X = ; is a model that strongly satis�es allthe formulae in �, but � j=Q � _ :� does not hold.In general, the failure of excluded middle, and other tautologies, is not aproblem in applications in computing. Consider software engineers using logicfor reasoning about some speci�cation. Here tautologies tell them nothing usefulfor their task.To summarize, given a set of clauses, as assumptions, a set of resolventsof these clauses can be formed by repeated application of resolution, and thisset of inferences is such that each element is a non-trivial inference from theassumptions, and hence (potentially) useful. This idea can be extended to allowdisjunction introduction as a proof rule, as long as it is not followed by a furtherapplication of resolution. These proof rules hold in classical logic, but the logicis weaker than classical logic. In particular, ex falso quodlibet does not hold.The proof theory and semantics presented in this section is the basis of QClogic. Each formula in the language represents a belief, the proof theory is forderiving further beliefs from a set of beliefs, and the semantics captures satis-faction in terms of the existence of reasons for and against literal beliefs. In the9



following sections, we provide the full de�nitions for the proof theory and thesemantics, and analyse the resulting logic. This will include soundness and com-pleteness results relating the QC entailment relation with the QC consequencerelation.4 Full proof theory for QC logicIn the previous section, we presented the essential idea behind QC logic. Here,we develop the proof theory and semantics so that the logic can handle any setof formulae as assumptions and any formula as query.4.1 QC proof rulesThe QC proof theory is presented as a set of decomposition rules and a set ofcomposition rules below. The decomposition rules apply to the assumptionsand the composition rules apply to the query. All the QC proof rules hold inclassical logic, but QC logic is weaker than classical logic.De�nition 4.1 The following are the QC decomposition rules. We assume thatconjunction and disjunction are commutative and associative.� ^ � [Conjunction elimination]�::�_ � ::� [Negation elimination]� _ � �� _ � :� _  � _ � :� � :� _  [Resolution]� _  � � _� _ � �_ � [Disjunction contraction]� _ � �� _ (� ! ) � _ :(� ! ) [Arrow elimination]� _:� _  � _ (� ^ :)� !  :(� ! ):� _  (� ^ :)� _ (� ^ ) (� ^ �) _ (� ^ ) [Decompositional distribution](� _ �) ^ (� _ ) � ^ (� _ ):(� ^ �) _  :(�_ �) _  [Decompositional de Morgan laws]:�_ :� _  (:�^ :�) _ :(� ^ �) :(� _ �):� _ :� :�^ :� 10



De�nition 4.2 The following are the QC composition rules. We assume thatconjunction and disjunction are commutative and associative.� � [Conjunction introduction] � [Disjunction introduction]� ^ � � _ �� � _ � [Negation introduction]::� ::�_ �:� _  � ^: [Arrow introduction]� !  :(� ! )� _ :� _  � _ (� ^ :)� _ (� ! ) � _ :(� ! )(� _ �) ^ (� _ ) � ^ (� _ ) [Compositional distribution]� _ (� ^ ) (� ^ �) _ (� ^ ):� _ :� _  (:� ^ :�) _  [Compositional de Morgan laws]:(� ^ �) _  :(� _ �) _ :� _ :� :�^ :�:(� ^ �) :(� _ �)The decomposition rules allow clauses to be formed from formulae of thefull language by eliminating connectives. The composition rules allow formulaeof the full language to be formed from clauses by introducing connectives. Weexplain this more fully below.4.2 QC proofsQC logic can be applied to any set of classical formulae (ie. any � � L) asassumptions, and any classical formula (ie. any � 2 L) as a query.De�nition 4.3 T is a decomposition tree i� T is a tree where each node is anelement of L, and any node that is not a leaf is derived by the application ofa QC decomposition rule. For any such node, each parent is a premise of thedecomposition rule.De�nition 4.4 Let � 2 }(L). For a clause �, there is a decomposition of �from � i� there is a decomposition tree, where each leaf is an element of �, andthe root is �.Example 4.1 For � = f� _ � _ ;:�;:�;:g there are decompositions of� _ , � _ �, � _ , �, �, and  from �.11



De�nition 4.5 T is a composition tree i� T is a tree where each node is anelement of L, and any node that is not a leaf is derived by the application of aQC composition proof rule. For any such node, each parent is a premise of thedecomposition proof rule.De�nition 4.6 For a set of clauses f�1; ::; �ng, and a formula �, there is acomposition of � from f�1; ::; �ng i� there is a composition tree, where each leafis an element of f�1; ::; �ng, and the root is �.De�nition 4.7 Let � 2 }(L), and � 2 L. We de�ne the QC consequencerelation, denoted `Q, as follows:� `Q � i� 91; :::; n such thatthere is a decomposition of 1 from �and...andthere is a decomposition of n from �andthere is a composition of � from f1; ::; ngThis de�nition captures the way that the proof theory is restricted to onlyallowing compositional proof rules to be used after decompositional rules.Example 4.2 Let � = f�; � ! �g. From � ! �, we get :� _ � by arrowelimination. Then we get � by resolution. So there is a decomposition of � from�, and hence f�; �! �g `Q �Example 4.3 Let � = f:�; � ! �g. From � ! �, we get :� _ � by arrowelimination. Then we get :� by resolution on :� _ � and :�. So there is adecomposition of :� from �, and therefore,f:�; �! �g `Q :�Example 4.4 Let � = f�^�;:�_g. From �^�, we obtain � by conjunctionelimination, and  by resolution on � and :�_. So  is a decomposition from� and  _ � is a composition from . Hence,f� ^ �;:� _ g `Q  _ �Example 4.5 Let � = f�; �; g. There is a decomposition of � from � and adecomposition of � from �. From �, we get ::� by double negation introduc-tion, and ::� _ � by disjunction introduction. Similarly, we get ::� _ � from�. Then by disjunction introduction, we get (::�_�)^ (::� _ ). So there isa composition of (::� _ �) ^ (::� _  ) from f�; �g. Hence,f�; �; g `Q (::�_ �) ^ (::� _  )12



Example 4.6 Consider � comprising the following formulae, �^(�_( ! �)),:�^:�, and :_:�. For �, there is a decomposition of : from�, and there isa decomposition of �_: from �, and there is a composition of :(( ! �) ! )from f:; � _ :g. So,f�^ (� _ ( ! �));:� ^ :�;: _ :�g `Q :(( ! �) ! )Example 4.7 For � = f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g,f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g `Q � _ �f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g `Q � _:�f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g `Q �f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g `Q :�f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g `Q �f�_ �; � _ :�;:� ^ �g 6`Q :�f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g 6`Q  _ �f� _ �; � _ :�;:�^ �g 6`Q :� ^ : Example 4.8 For � = f� _ (� ^ );:�g,f� _ (� ^ );:�g `Q � _ �f� _ (� ^ );:�g `Q � _ f� _ (� ^ );:�g `Q �f�_ (� ^ );:�g `Q :�4.3 Some properties of QC proof theoryFirst we consider some simple results concerning the proof theory.De�nition 4.8 Let CNF (�) be a minimal set of formulae such that for every� 2 �, there is a � 2 CNF (�), where � is a CNF of �. Let Clauses(�) =Sff�1; :::; �ng j �1 ^ ::: ^ �n 2 CNF (�)g. Resolvents(�) is the closure ofClauses(�) under resolution. So for any � _ �, :� _  2 Resolvents(�), wehave � _  2 Resolvents(�).Proposition 4.1 For all � 2 Resolvents(�), � 2 Resolvents(CNF (�)) and� 2 Resolvents(Clauses(�))Proposition 4.2 For any formula �, if � 2 Clauses(f�g), then there is adecomposition tree where � is the leaf and � is the root. Furthermore, the treeinvolves no application of resolution.Proof Assume � 2 Clauses(f�g). So, there is a � such that � is a CNF of� and � is a conjunct of �. Now, � is obtained by a sequence of applicationsof rewrites. Let us consider this rewrite process as the construction of a tree,called a CNF tree, that is de�ned as follows:13



� Let f : L �! L be a function de�ned by the de Morgan's law, doublenegation elimination, arrow elimination, disjunction contraction, and dis-tribution rules given in De�nition 4.1 so that if X is the premise of a rule,and Y is the consequent, then f(X) = Y holds. For example, f(::�_ )= � _  , and f(� _ (� ^ )) = (� _ �) ^ (� _ ). Each application of fis a rearrangement step, since each step takes one formula and returns arearrangement of it.� Let g : L �! L be a function de�ned as g(X ^ Y ) = f(X) ^ f(Y ), wheref(X) = X when X is a conjunction or a literal. For example, if � and  are atoms, g(::� ^  ) = f(::�) ^ f( ), where f(::�) = �, and f( )=  . Each application of g is a recursive step since each call to g on aconjunction is a call to f on each conjunct.A CNF tree is obtained by repeatedly and exhaustively applying f andg. Each node denotes a formula. Each step f(X) = Y is represented by anarc (X;Y ) in the tree and each step g(X) = f(Y ) ^ f(Z) is represented by abifurcation in the tree with a pair of arcs (X;Y ) and (X;Z). There is a one-to-one correspondence between the sequence of steps and the sequence of nodes.Each leaf of the tree is a clause, and the conjunction of the leaves is a formulathat is a CNF of the formula at the root.In the same way, a QC decomposition (excluding use of resolution) can bede�ned in terms of f and the function g0 given below.� Let g0 : L �! L be a function de�ned as g0(X ^ Y ) = f(X), wheref(X) = X when X is a conjunction or a literal. For example, g0(::�^ )= f(::�). Each application of g0 is also a recursive step since each callto g0 on a conjunction is a call to f on one of the conjuncts.A QC decomposition tree is obtained by repeatedly and exhaustively apply-ing f and g0. Each node denotes a formula. Each step f(X) = Y is representedby an arc (Y;X) in the tree and each step g0(X) = f(Y ) is represented an arc(Y;X) in the tree. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the sequenceof steps and the sequence of nodes. Each leaf is a clause.Clearly, for any CNF tree, we can form a QC decomposition tree by takingone branch from root to leaf inclusive, and reversing the direction of the arcs.So if � 2 Clauses(f�g), there is a CNF tree where the root is �, and a leaf is�, and therefore there is a QC decomposition tree where the root is �, and theleaf is �.2Proposition 4.3 For any � 2 }(L), if � 2 Resolvents(�), then there is adecomposition tree where the leaves are elements from �, and � is the root.14



Proof Follows directly from Proposition 4.2.Proposition 4.4 For any formula �, if �1 ^ :::^ �n is a CNF of �, then thereis a composition tree where �1; ::; �n are the leaves and � is the root.Proof Analogous to the proof for Proposition 4.2.The following result means that in general there are no classical tautologiesthat hold for the empty database for the `Q relation.Proposition 4.5 For � = ;, there are no � 2 L such that � `Q �Proof Assume � = ;. Also assume 9� 2 L such that � `Q �. Thereforeeither (option 1) there is a composition of � from ; or (option 2) there is a1 such that there is a decomposition of 1 from ;, and ...., and there is a nsuch that there is a decomposition of n from ;, and there is a composition of �from f1; :::; ng. Now, (option 1) cannot hold because there are no compositionproof rules that hold for an empty premise list. Similarly, (option 2) cannot holdbecause there are no decomposition rules that hold for an empty premise list.Hence, there is no � such that � `Q �, when � = ;. 2In Section 3, we presented QC logic as a logic of beliefs, rather than as alogic of \truths". We therefore believe that failure of classical tautologies tohold in QC logic is intuitive, in general. For non-empty sets of assumptions,however, there are classical tautologies that follow. For example, let � = f�g.So � `Q � _ :� holds, and � _ :� is a classical tautology.Clearly QC logic is paraconsistent according to the de�nition in Section 1.We also have the following result that ensures the reasoning is non-trivial.Proposition 4.6 Let � 2 }(L), and � 2 L. If � `Q �, then � is not a trivialinference from �. In other words, Atoms(�) \Atoms(f�g) 6= ;.Proof In the de�nition of the QC consequence relation, the only proof rulethat can introduce new atom symbols is disjunction introduction. However, anynew atom symbol that is introduced by this proof rule is part of a disjunctionwhere at least some of the other atom symbols occur in �, and the decom-position rules cannot be applied to remove these other atom symbols since nodecomposition rule can be applied after any of the composition rules have beenapplied.2However, if � ` � and Atoms(�) \ Atoms(f�g) 6= ;, then it is not guar-anteed that � `Q � holds. For example, suppose � = f:�g. Here, � 6`Q(� ^:�)! �. 15



Even if we restrict consideration to a non-tautological inference � that followsclassically from a consistent set of formulae, we are not guaranteed that � willalso follow from the QC consequence relation, as illustrated by the followingexample.Example 4.9 Let � = f�g. For �, � ! (� ^ �) is a classical inference, butit is not a QC inference. To show this, f�g `Q � ! (� ^ �) i� there is acomposition of � ! (� ^ �) from f�g i� there is a composition tree where theroot is � ! (� ^ �) and the leaves are �. But there is no such compositiontree. Though there is a composition tree with root � ! (� ^ �) and leaves fromf�; �g. Similiarly, there is a composition tree with root � ! (� ^ �) and leavesfrom f�;:�g.In some important respects, QC logic does preserve classical reasoning asillustrated by the following result.Proposition 4.7 For � 2 }(L), � 2 L, we have the following equivalence:� `Q � i� �1 ^ ::^ �n is a CNF of � and �1; ::; �n 2 Resolvents(�).Proof Follows from Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.4.Excluded middle is not in Resolvents(�) for all �. So for any �, if �1^::^�nis a CNF of � and there is a �i (1 � i � n) that is excluded middle, then � `Q �is not guaranteed.We now show that QC logic is decidable.Lemma 4.1 For any �nite � 2 }(L), the set Resolvents(�) is �nite.Lemma 4.2 For any �nite � 2 }(L), and for any decomposition proof tree T ,if each leaf of T is an element of �, then T has a �nite number of nodes.Proof (1) Each non-leaf node on each path from leaf to root is generated by aproof rule that either eliminates a connective, or pushes negation or disjunctioninto a subformula, and none of the proof rules can reverse this. Since for anyformula in the tree, there is a �nite number of connectives and of subformulae,there can only be a �nite number of nodes on each path from leaf to root. (2)Since � is �nite, there is a �nite number of leaves in the tree, and hence a �nitenumber of branches from leaf to root. As a result of (1) and (2), there is a �nitenumber of nodes in T . 2Lemma 4.3 For any �nite set of clauses f�1; :::; �ng, and any � 2 L and forany composition tree T , if each leaf of T is an element from f�1; ::::; �ng, and �is the root of T , then T has a �nite number of nodes.16



Proof Analogous to proof of Lemma 4.2.Proposition 4.8 For any �nite � 2 }(L), and any � 2 L, there is an e�ectiveprocedure for determining whether � `Q �. In other words, the QC consequencerelation is decidable.Proof Construct Resolvents(�). There are a �nite number of items in thisset (Lemma 4.1), and each item can be determined by constructing a decompo-sition tree, and so there is a �nite number of decomposition trees that can beformed, and each of these has a �nite number of nodes (Lemma 4.2). The setof all roots of all these decomposition trees is therefore Resolvents(�). SinceResolvents(�) is �nite, }(Resolvents(�)) is �nite, and so there is a �nite num-ber of composition trees that can be formed from subsets of Resolvents(�),and each of these has a �nite number of nodes (Lemma 4.3). So, � `Q �holds i� � is a root of least one of these composition trees. Therefore, for any� 2 }(L); � 2 L, � `Q � or � 6`Q � can be determined in a �nite number ofsteps. 2We �nish this section by including the following de�nition and propositionthat we will require later.De�nition 4.9 T is a normal decomposition tree i� T is a decomposition treeand for each node that is derived by an application of resolution, every subse-quent node is derived by resolution or disjunct contraction.Proposition 4.9 For every decomposition tree T , where each leaf is an elementof � and the root is �, there is a normal decomposition tree N , where each leafis an element of � and the root is �.Proof If T has only one leaf, then T involves no applications of resolution,and so N can be formed directly from T . Now, assume a decomposition tree Twhere the leaves are �1; ::; �n, and the root is �. From Proposition 4.1 for any� 2 Resolvents(�), � is also in Resolvents(Clauses(�)). So we can form Nwith leaves �1; ::; �n and root � by de�ning a subtree with leaves �1; ::; �n androot � such that this subtree only contains applications of resolution and disjunctcontraction. We now form N from this subtree by de�ning a branch from eachleaf �i to the node �i such that each of these branches is a decomposition treeinvolving no application of resolution or disjunction contraction as demonstratedin the proof of Proposition 4.2. 24.4 Characterization of the QC consequence relationWe now consider properties of the consequence relation. These properties havebeen much discussed in the context of non-monotonic logics [Gab85, GM93]17



and of relevance logics [AB75, Ten84]. At the end of this section, we discuss therelevance to QC logic of these properties and associated results.Proposition 4.10 The property of reexivity, de�ned as follows, succeeds forthe QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L); � 2 L.� [ f�g `Q �Proof If � is an assumption, then for each clause �i, where �1 ^ :::^ �n is aCNF of �, by Proposition 4.2, there is a decomposition tree where � is the leafand �i is the root. Now, by Proposition 4.3, there is a composition tree where�1; :::; �n are the leaves and � is the root. 2Proposition 4.11 The property of monotonicity, de�ned as follows, succeedsfor the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� `Q � implies � [ f�g `Q �Proof The assumption � `Q � holds if and only if there is a set of clauses� such that there is a composition of � from � and for each  2 �, there isa decomposition of  from �. Since each decomposition of  only requires asubset of �, then each decomposition of  from � is a decomposition of  from�[ f�g. 2Proposition 4.12 The property of and-introduction, de�ned as follows, suc-ceeds for the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� `Q � and � `Q � implies � `Q � ^ �Proof Let �� be a set of clauses such that there is a composition of � from�� and for each  in ��, there is a decomposition of  from �. Let �� be a setof clauses formed similarly. Then ��^� is a set of clauses such that there is acomposition of �^� from ��^� and for each  in ��^�, there is a decompositionof  from �. 2Proposition 4.13 The property of or-elimination, de�ned as follows, succeedsfor the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� [ f�g `Q  and � [ f�g `Q  implies � [ f� _ �g `Q Proof We consider the simple case where � is a set of clauses, and �; �; are clauses. First assume we can obtain  2 Resolvents(� [ f�g) and  2Resolvents(� [ f�g). Therefore  _ � 2 Resolvents(� [ f� _ �g). As aresult  _  2 Resolvents(� [ f� _ �g). By disjunct contraction, we obtain� [ f� _ �g `Q . Generalizing to any � 2 }(L) and any �; �;  2 L isstraightforward. 2 18



Proposition 4.14 The property of consistency preservation succeeds for theQC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� `Q � ^ :� implies � ` � ^ :�Proof � `Q � ^ :�i� � 2 Resolvents(CNF (�)) and :� 2 Resolvents(CNF (�))implies � ` � ^ :�. 2Proposition 4.15 The property of supraclassicality, de�ned as follows, failsfor the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� ` � implies � `Q �Proof Let � = ;, so � ` � _ :�, but � 6`Q � _ :�. 2Proposition 4.16 The property of right modus ponens, de�ned as follows, failsfor the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� ` � and � ` �! � implies � `Q �Proof Let � = f�;:�g. So � `Q �, and � `Q �! �, but � 6`Q �.2Proposition 4.17 The property of conditionalization, de�ned as follows, failsfor the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� [ f�g `Q � implies � `Q �! �Proof Let � = ;. Here � [ f�g `Q �, but � 6`Q �! �. 2Proposition 4.18 The property of deduction, de�ned as follows, fails for theQC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� `Q �! � implies �[ f�g `Q �Proof Let � = f:�g. Here � `Q �! �, but � [ f�g 6`Q �. 2Proposition 4.19 The property of cut, de�ned as follows, fails for the QCconsequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.�[ f�g `Q � and � `Q � implies �[ � `Q �19



Proof Consider that f:�g [ f� _ �g `Q � and f�g `Q � _ �, but thatf:�; �g 6`Q �. 2Proposition 4.20 The property of unit cumulativity 1, de�ned as follows, failsfor the QC consequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� `Q � and �[ f�g `Q  implies � `Q Proof Consider that f:�; �g `Q � _ � and f:�; �g [ f� _ �g `Q �, butf:�; �g 6`Q �. 2Proposition 4.21 The property of right weakening fails for the QC conse-quence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� `Q � and ` �! � implies � `Q �Proof Let � = f�g. Then f�g `Q � holds. Consider ` � ! � _ :�. Butf�g 6`Q � _ :� holds. 2Proposition 4.22 The property of left logical equivalence fails for the QC con-sequence relation, where � 2 }(L), � 2 L.� [ f�g `Q  and ` �$ � implies � [ f�g `Q Proof Let � = ;. Now f�_:�g `Q �_:� and ` (�_:�)$ (� _:�) hold.But, f� _ :�g 6`Q � _ :�. 2We summarize the properties of the QC consequence relation in Table 1.There is some debate over the minimal properties that a consequence relationshould support. There are proposals that the minimal properties should bereexivity, transitivity (cut), and monotonicity (see for example [Tar56]). How-ever, to support some forms of non-classical reasoning, some compromise onthese properties needs to be made. For non-monotonic reasoning | a formof reasoning with information that is in some sense inconsistent [BH98] | in-volves compromising on monotonicity [Gab85]. However, this compromise re-sults in other properties also being compromised. There are many choices overwhich combinations of properties can be supported for non-monotonic reasoning[Mak94].The properties of reexivity and monotonicity hold for the QC consequencerelation. However, the property of cut fails for the QC consequence relation,because to ensure non-trivial reasoning, decomposition rules cannot be applied1The property of unit cumulativity is a consequence of the property of cut. However,the proof for the proposition is given to further illustrate reasoning for the QC consequencerelation. 20



Property Holds?Reexivity YesMonotonicity YesAnd-introduction YesOr-elimination YesConsistency preservation YesSupraclassicality NoRight modus ponens NoConditionalization NoDeduction NoCut NoUnit cumulativity NoRight weakening NoLeft logical equivalence NoTable 1: Summary of properties of the QC consequence relationafter composition rules in a proof. This means that proofs cannot be composedto give longer proofs, and so we can only view inference as a one-step process,not an interative process.The rejection of cut (transitivity) has also been examined for relevance logicsas a solution to the problem of Lewis' paradoxes:� ^ :� ` �� ` � _ :�The �rst paradox concerns the irrelevancy arising from ex falso quodlibet.The second paradox concerns the irrelevancy arising from the tautology on theright hand side holding irrespective of the assumptions on the left hand side. Inclassical logic, the �rst paradox can hold because we can obtain � _ � from �by disjunction introduction, and then � by disjunctive syllogism. Recognizingthis, Anderson and Belnap, who were keen to retain transitivity, suggested therejection of disjunctive syllogism [AB75]. Later Tennant [Ten84] suggested theretention of disjunctive syllogism, and the rejection of transitivity.Tennant's paraconsistent logic is a restriction of the classical system of nat-ural deduction: Classical proofs are restricted so as to prohibit applications ofex falso quodlibet. This gives a system in which (1) the Lewis paradoxes do nothold; (2) every unsatis�able set of sentences can be shown to be inconsistentby the logic; (3) all non-tautological classical consequences of a set of sentencesare provable in the logic; and (4) transitivity fails only when the combinedassumptions form an inconsistent set. 21



There is a clear similarity between Tennant's paraconsistent logic and QClogic. Though, an immediate di�erence is that tautologies, such as � _ :�,follow from the empty set using Tennant's logic whereas no tautologies hold forQC logic.Other properties that fail for the QC consequence relation include supraclas-sicality, conditionalization, deduction, right weakening, and left logical equiva-lence. These failures are substantially due to classical tautologies not holding ingeneral for QC logic. We compare QC logic with further paraconsistent logicsin Section 8.5 Full semantics for QC logicWe now extend the semantics presented in Section 3.De�nition 5.1 Let j=s be the strong satis�ability relation de�ned in De�nition3.2 where j=s� }(O) � L. For X 2 }(O); �; �;  2 L, we extend the de�nitionas follows, X j=s � ^ � i� X j=s � and X j=s �X j=s ::� _  i� X j=s � _ X j=s :(� ^ �) _  i� X j=s :� _ :� _ X j=s :(� _ �) _  i� X j=s (:� ^ :�) _ X j=s � _ (� ^ ) i� X j=s (� _ �) ^ (� _ )X j=s � ^ (� _ ) i� X j=s (� ^ �) _ (� ^ )X j=s (�! �) _  i� X j=s :�_ � _ X j=s :(�! �) _  i� X j=s (� ^:�) _ De�nition 5.2 Let j=w be the weak satis�ability relation de�ned in De�nition3.3 where j=w� }(O) � L. For X 2 }(O); �; �;  2 L, we extend the de�nition22



as follows, X j=w � ^ � i� X j=w � and X j=w �X j=w � _ � i� X j=w � or X j=w �X j=w ::� _  i� X j=w � _ X j=w :(� ^ �) _  i� X j=w :� _ :� _ X j=w :(� _ �) _  i� X j=w (:� ^ :�) _ X j=w (�! �) _  i� X j=w :� _ � _ X j=w :(�! �) _  i� X j=w (� ^ :�) _ The di�erence between between De�nition 5.1 and De�nition 5.2 is thatDe�nition 5.1 includes axioms for distribution whereas De�nition 5.2 includesan axiom for disjunction. As discussed in Section 3, strong satisfaction is muchmore restricted than weak satisfaction with regard to disjunction, and as canbe seen from Proposition 5.1, distribution axioms are not required explicitly inDe�nition 5.2.De�nition 5.3 j=Q is an entailment relation, called the QC entailment rela-tion, i� j=Q� }(L) �L, andf�1; ::; �ng j=Q �i� for all X if X j=s �1 and ::: and X j=s �n then X j=w �Example 5.1 Let � = f:(�^�)g, and let X1 = f��;��g and X2 = f+�;��g.Now X1 j=s :�, X1 j=s :�, X2 j=s :�, and X2 6j=s :�. For this X1 j=s:� ^ :�, and hence X1 j=s :(� _ �), whereas X2 6j=s :� ^ :�, and henceX2 6j=s :(� _ �),Example 5.2 Let � = f�^:�g, where � 2 A. For all models X, X j=s �^:�,i� X j=s � and X j=s :� i� +� 2 X and �� 2 X. Hence, � j=Q � ^ :�Proposition 5.1 For any �; �;  2 L, and any X 2 }(O), the following distri-bution properties hold.X j=w � _ (� ^ ) i� X j=w (� _ �) ^ (� _ )X j=w � ^ (� _ ) i� X j=w (� ^ �) _ (� ^ )23



Proof Assume X j=w �_ (� ^ ). So X j=w � or (X j=w � and X j=w ). Bydistributivity of the classical connectives \or" and \and", we have (X j=w � orX j=w �) and (X j=w � or X j=w ). Hence. X j=w (�_ �) ^ (�_ �). The restof the proposition follows similarly. 2We now show QC proof theory is sound.Lemma 5.1 Let �,:�,�1; ::; �m,1; ::; n be literals. For clauses �_�1_::_�m,:� _ 1 _ :: _ n in L, and for all X 2 }(O), the following holds.If X j=s � _ �1 _ ::_ �m and X j=s :� _ 1 _ ::_ nthen X j=s �1 _ ::_ �m _ 1 _ ::_ nProof Assume (A1) X j=s � _�1 _ ::_�m; (A2) X j=s :� _ 1 _ ::_ n; and(A3) X 6j=s �1 _ :: _ �m _ 1 _ ::_ n. We give a proof by contradiction. Firstconsider the following iterative scheme (Bi), where �i denotes a disjunction ofliterals. X 6j=s �i implies(Ci) for all disjuncts  in �i X 6j=s  or(Di) there is a disjunct �i in �i such that[X j=s��i and X 6j=s Focus(�i; �i)]Let �i+1 = Focus(�i; �i)This scheme follows directly from De�nition 3.2. For the �rst iteration B1,�1 is �1 _ :: _ �m _ 1 _ :: _ n. For this, C1 contradicts with assumptions A1and A2. D1 gives X j=s ��1 for some disjunct �1 in �1, and causes an iterationwhere �2 is Focus(�1; �1). For C2, there is a contradiction with A1, A2 and thestatement X j=s ��1, where �1 was instantiated as one of f�1; ::; �m; 1; ::; nginD1. As for D1, D2 gives X j=s� �2 for some �2 in �2, and causes an iterationB3 where �3 is Focus(�2; �2). For each Ci where i > 2, there is a contradictionwith A1, A2 and the statements X j=s � �1, ..., X j=s � �i�1 (which wereinstantiated in the previous iterations). For each Di, there is an iteration Bi.The iterations of (Bi) continue until there is an i = m+n where �m+n is a literaland X 6j=s �m+n. But there is a contradiction with A1; A2, and the statementsX j=s ��1, ..., X j=s ��i�1 There are no other possible branches to consider,and so the assumption A3 is false. 2Example 5.3 To illustrate the nature of Lemma 5.1, consider the followingspecial case of it. 24



X j=s � _ � X j=s :� _ X j=s � _ The assumption X j=s �_ � implies: (1) X j=s � or X j=s �; (2) X j=s :�implies X j=s �; and (3) X j=s :� implies X j=s �. The assumption X j=s:� _  implies: (4) X j=s :� or X j=s ; (5) X j=s � implies X j=s ; and(6) X j=s : implies X j=s :�. Now (3)+(6) gives X 6j=s : or X j=s �, and(2)+(5) gives X 6j=s :� or X j=s , and (1)+(5) gives X j=s � or X j=s . So(3)+(6) plus (2)+(5) plus (1)+(5) gives X j=s � _ .An alternative proof for Lemma 5.1 can be straightforwardly obtained fromProposition 3.1.Lemma 5.2 For � 2 }(L), and a clause i 2 L, if there is a decomposition ofi from �, then � j=Q i holds.Proof Let � = f�1; :::; �ng. Assume a model X such that X j=s �1, ...,X j=s �n. So we need to show X j=s i, and hence X j=w i. For this, we needto show that each proof rule in the decomposition tree for i from f�1; :::; �ngis sound. In other words, for each premise � and each consequent � , of eachdecomposition proof rule, if X j=s �, then X j=s � . This is immediate forconjunction elimination, disjunction contraction, decompositional distribution,negation elimination, arrow elimination, and decompositional de Morgan laws.This leaves resolution. Since we can assume a normal decomposition tree, byProposition 4.9, resolution is only applied to clauses, and so by Lemma 5.1,resolution is sound. 2Lemma 5.3 For a set of clauses f1; :::; ng 2 }(L), and a formula � 2 L,assume there is a composition of � from f1; :::; ng. If X j=w 1 and .. andX j=w n hold, then X j=w �Proof Assume a model X such that X j=w 1, ..., X j=w n. So we need toshowX j=w �. For this, we need to show that each proof rule in the compositiontree for � from f1; :::; ng is sound. In other words, for each premise � andeach consequent � , of each composition proof rule, if X j=w �, then X j=w � .This is immediate for all the composition proof rules. 2Proposition 5.2 For � 2 }(L), and � 2 L, if � `Q �, then � j=Q �.Proof Follows directly from Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3.We now show QC proof theory is complete.25



Lemma 5.4 For X 2 }(O),  ; � 2 L, if  is a CNF of �, then the followingequivalences hold. X j=s  i� X j=s �X j=w  i� X j=w �Lemma 5.5 For X 2 }(O), �;  2 L,X j=s � i� 8 2 Resolvents(f�g)X j=s :Proof ()) Follows fromLemma5.4 and Lemma5.1. (() Since Clauses(f�g) �Resolvents(f�g), by Lemma 5.4, X j=s �. 2De�nition 5.4 Let � 2 }(L), where � = f�1; :::; �ng.M (�) = fX 2 }(O) j X j=s �1 ^ ::^ �ngW (�) = f� 2 L j 8X 2M (�) X j=w �gSo M (�) is the set of models that strongly satisfy �, and W (�) is the setof formulae that are weakly satis�ed in all models in M (�).Lemma 5.6 Let � 2 }(L). W (�) is the closure of Resolvents(�) under thefollowing equivalences:(E1) � _ � 2W (�) i� � 2W (�) or � 2W (�)(E2) � ^ � 2W (�) i� � 2W (�) and � 2W (�)(E3) ::�_ � 2 W (�) i� � _ � 2W (�)(E4) :(� ^ �) _  2W (�) i� :�_ :� _  2W (�)(E5) :(� _ �) _  2W (�) i� (:� ^:�) _  2 W (�)(E6) (�! �) _  2W (�) i� :�_ � _  2W (�)(E7) :(�! �) _  2W (�) i� (� ^ :�) _  2W (�)Proof Since M (�) = M (Resolvents(�)) by Lemma 5.5, we can substituteM (Resolvents(�)) in the de�nition forW (�), so W (�) = W (Resolvents(�)).Hence, for all � 2 Resolvents(�), � 2 W (�). Furthermore, by De�nition 5.2,the only further formulae in W (�) are those given by the equivalences for thej=w relation. 2De�nition 5.5 Let � 2 }(L), and let � 2 }(L), where � is a set of clauses.C(�) = f� 2 L j 9	 � � such that there is a composition of � from 	gD(�) = f 2 L j there is a decomposition of  from �g26



Lemma 5.7 For any � 2 }(L), the following equivalence holds.W (Resolvents(�)) = C(Resolvents(�))Proof Since each semantic rewrite from clauses, given by (E1),..,(E7), is cap-tured by a composition proof rule in the de�nition of C(�), any formula � thatholds in every model of Resolvents(�) by weak satisfaction, is such that thereis a composition of � from some subset of Resolvents(�). 2Proposition 5.3 For � 2 }(L), and � 2 L, if � j=Q � then � `Q �.Proof Let � = f�1; ::; �ng.� j=Q �implies 8X[X j=s �1 ^ ::^ �n implies X j=w �] by De�nition 5.3implies 8X 2M (�) X j=w � by De�nition 5.4implies � 2 W (�) by De�nition 5.4implies � 2 W (Resolvents(�)) by Lemma 5.6implies � 2 C(Resolvents(�)) by Lemma 5.7implies � 2 C(D(�)) by Proposition 4.3implies � `Q � by De�nitions 4.7 and 5.5 2We now consider two complexity results.Proposition 5.4 Let � 2 }(L). Checking whether � has a model takes con-stant time.Proof Assume � = f�1; ::; �ng. For all � 2 L, there is an X 2 }(O) suchthat X j=s �. Hence, there is an X 2 }(O) such that X j=s �1 ^ ::^ �n, and soevery � 2 }(L) has a model. 2.Proposition 5.5 Let � 2 }(L) be a set of clauses. Identifying an X 2 }(O),such that for all � 2 �; X j=s �, takes time linear in the number of disjunctsin the set of clauses.Proof First formResolvents(�). Since resolution can be applied at most n=2times, where n is the number of disjuncts in the set of clauses, this takes timelinear in n. Now make a disjunct in each clause in Resolvents(�) hold in themodel. Since, there at most n clauses Resolvents(�), this also takes time linearin n. 2. 27



6 Comparison with other approachesQC logic exhibits the nice feature that no attention needs to be paid to a specialform that the formulae in a set of premises should have, as long as each formulain the set is individually consistent and not a tautology. This is in contrastwith other paraconsistent logics where two formulae identical by de�nition ofa connective in classical logic may not yield the same set of conclusions. Froman example given earlier in this paper, in QC logic, � is a conclusion of bothf(:� ! �);:�g and f� _ �;:�g. QC logic is much better behaved in thisrespect than other paraconsistent logics.In this section, we compare QC logic with C! logic and four-valued logic.Below we give a presentation of C! which was proposed da Costa [dC74]. Allthe schemata in the logic C! are schemata in classical logic.De�nition 6.1 The logic C! is de�ned by the following axiom schemata to-gether with the modus ponens proof rule.�! (� ! �)(�! �)! ((�! (� ! )) ! (�! ))� ^ � ! �� ^ � ! ��! (� ! � ^ �)�! � _ �� ! � _ �(�! )! ((� ! )! (� _ � ! ))� _ :�::�! �As with QC logic, the properties of reexivity, and, consistency preservation,or, and monotonicity hold for the C! relation. However, cut, conditionalization,and deduction, also hold for C! [Hun96]. For both QC and C!, supraclassicality,left logical equivalence, and right weakening fail.The four-valued logic of Belnap [Bel77] provides an interesting alternativeto C! in that it has an illuminating and intuitive semantic characterization tocomplement its proof theory. We just provide the proof theory here.De�nition 6.2 The language for four-valued logic is a subset of classical logic.Let P be the usual set of formulae of classical logic that is formed using theconnectives :;^ and _. Then the set of formulae of the language, denoted Q,is P [ f�! � j �; � 2 Pg, and hence implication is not nestable.De�nition 6.3 Let �; �;  2 L. The following are the proof rules for the four-valued consequence relation. Let � $ � signify that � and � are semanticallyequivalent, and can be intersubstituted in any context.28



�1 ^ :::^ �m ! �1 _ :::_ �n provided some �i is some �j(� _ �)!  i� �!  and � ! �! (� ^ ) i� �! � and �! �! � i� :� ! :��! � and � !  implies �! �! � i� �$ (� ^ �) i� � $ (� _ �)In addition, the following extends the de�nition of the four-valued conse-quence relation. � _ � $ � _ �� ^ � $ � ^ �� _ (� _ ) $ (� _ �) _ (� ^ �) ^  $ � ^ (� ^ )� ^ (� _ )$ (� ^ �) _ (� ^ )� _ (� ^ )$ (� _ �) ^ (� _ )::�$ �:(� ^ �)$ :� _ :�:(� _ �)$ :� ^ :��$ � and � $  implies �$ . As with QC logic, reexivity, consistency preservation, and monotonicityhold for the four-valued consequence relation [Hun96]. In addition, cut holds forfour-valued logic. However, four-valued logic does not adhere to and-introduction,supraclassicality, or-elimination, left logicial equivalence, deduction, condition-alization, or right weakening.The QC consequence relation o�ers many more non-tautological inferencesfrom data than either the weakly-negative or four-valued logics. For example,via disjunctive syllogism, QC logic gives � from f:�; � _ �g, whereas neitherthe weakly-negative logic C! nor four-valued logic gives �.Proposition 6.1 For � 2 }(L), let C!(�) denote the set of C! consequencesfrom �, and let CQ(�) denote the set of QC consequences from �. For thisCQ(�) 6� C!(�) and C!(�) 6� CQ(�) hold.Proof For any �, �_:� is in C!(�), but not in CQ(�). For � = f:�; �_�g,� is in CQ(�), but not in C!(�). 2This proposition follows from the classical tautologies from the empty setnot being derivable in QC logic. However, if we exclude consideration of thesetautologies, then we see that QC logic is stronger than C!.Proposition 6.2 For � 2 }(Q), let CFV (�) denote the set of four-valuedconsequences from �, and let CQ(�) denote the set of QC consequences from�. For this CQ(�) 6� CFV (�) and CFV (�) 6� CQ(�) hold.29



Proof For any �, �_:� is in CFV (�), but not in CQ(�). For � = f:�; �_�g, � is in CQ(�), but not in CFV (�). 2QC logic can also be more appropriate than various approaches to reasoningfrom consistent subsets of inconsistent sets of formulae (for example consistency-based logics [BDP93, EGH95] and truth maintenance systems [Doy79, Kle86,MS88]). In particular, QC logic does not su�er from the limitation due tosplitting sets of formulae into compatible subsets: QC logic can make use ofthe contents of the formulas without being constrained by a consistency check.Moreover, it is obviously an advantage of QC logic to dispense with the costlyconsistency checks that are needed in all approaches to reasoning from consistentsubsets.Whilst QC logic constitutes an interesting alternative to other paraconsis-tent logics for practical applications, the compromises include tautologies froman empty set of assumptions being non-derivable, (though this is not usually aproblem for applications), and at the meta-level, ie at the level of the conse-quence relation, some classical properties, including transitivity, do not hold.7 DiscussionDeveloping a non-trivializable, or paraconsistent logic, necessitates some com-promise, or weakening, of classical logic. The compromises imposed to give QClogic seem to be more appropriate than other paraconsistent logics for appli-cations in computing. QC logic provides a means to obtain all the non-trivialresolvents from a set of formulae, without the problem of trivial clauses alsofollowing.QC logic is being developed for applications | in particular, for reasoningabout requirements speci�cations that might be inconsistent [HN97, HN98]. QClogic may also o�er an interesting alternative to classical logic in non-monotonicreasoning. Consider default logic with a default theory (D;W ). Here the defaultrules inD are used to extend the classical reasoning fromW under a proviso thatthe extension is consistent. Now, if QC reasoning is used, instead of classicalreasoning, then an alternative mechanismand interpretation of default reasoningis possible.AcknowledgementsThe author wishes to thank the anonymous referees for many valuable sugges-tions for improving the paper, and to thank an anonymous referee of a relatedpaper [HN98] for conjecturing Proposition 3.1.30
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